The Dual Axis Radiographic Hydrotest Facility [DARHT] at Los Alamos will use two induction linacs to produce high-energy electron beams. The electron beams will be used to generate x-rays from bremsstrahlung targets. The x-rays will be used to produce radiographs. The first accelerator is operational now, generating a 60-nanosecond electron beam. The second accelerator is under construction. It will generate a 2-microsecond electron beam.
I. INTRODUCTION
The DARHT project involves collaboration between three national laboratories -Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory and Los Alamos National Laboratory. While the facility is sited at Los Alamos, the majority of the equipment design and production is performed at the other two laboratories.
The pulsed power system for driving the accelerator cells was designed and produced by personnel at Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratoty. The operating environment for that equipment, however, is peculiar to the DARHT facility in Los Alamos. The authors of this paper set up a test stand in Los Alamos to test and operate the pulse forming networks using the DARHT controls and data acquisition systems. In addition, this test stand is used to qualify for high voltage operation the forty accelerator cells that are fabricated at Los Alamos National Laboratory.
This test stand duplicates capabilities that are also available at Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory. Our interest is directed toward exploring and anticipating the behavior of the pulse forming networks in the DARHT facility.
THE TEST STAND
There are two pulse forming networks at the test stand. One PFN is dedicated to jitier tests of the spark gaps and reliability testing. We connect that PFN to a 20-ohm resistive load. The other PFN is used to test accelerator cells. The two PFN's share power supplies, triggering, controls and diagnostics. Currently, only one PFN can be operated at a time. However, both PFN's could be operated together w i t h the addition of a few cables.
connected by mutually coupled inductors and resistors to the spark gaps.
The control system uses a commercial software package, lntellution FIX-32. The controls computer is interfaced to the equipment through Modicon Programmable Logic Controllers.
We operate and monitor the high voltage power supplies, trigger units, dump relays and the gas control system for the PFN spark gaps through the controls computer.
The data acquisition system uses a commercial software package, Data Acquisition, Archival, Analysis, and Control [DAAAC] , from Voss Scientific. We operate digitizers, time delay generators and time interval counters, mounted in a VXI crate, through DAAAC. Data is displayed and archived on the computer running DAAAC.
The controls hardware and the data acquisition hardware are located in separate relay racks. Trigger cables and trigger monitor cables between the racks are isolated by transformers to break ground loops. Diagnostic cables from the PFN and accelerator cell are threaded through ferrite cores to reduce common mode currents Two features of the PFN's conspire to demand isolation of the controls and data acquisition hardware. First, the pulse length is longer than two microseconds. Our cable lengths are too short to allow transit time isolation.
Second, we drive the accelerator cells into reverse saturation with an active reset pulse of 600 amperes and a risetime of 150 microseconds. This reset current will find all alternate paths back to the core reset power supply.
A gas control system provides dry air for the spark gaps. This system was built in-house. The air is provided by a compressor for the building and then dried with a regenerative desiccant system to below 4 0 degrees Celsius. Regulators and mass flow transducers are used to set the pressure and gas flow rates through the spark gaps. The gas control system is operated remotely from the control system. 
JITTER MEASUREMENTS

IV. ACCELERATOR CELL TESTS
Newly Typical failures during test are of two types. External failures are indicated by a jump in pressure in the vacuum maintained in the accelerator cell. The most likely mechanism for this type of failure is an arc across the insulator on the vacuum side. Most frequently, this arc occurs after the main pulse, when the voltage has reversed polarity on the insulator. The voltage collapses and the current rings.
External failures typically "clean up" by themselves. A low voltage shot is taken after such a failure, to ensure proper reset of the core. Then testing at full voltage is resumed. If a proper reset is not performed, then failures are likely to continue, because the voltage reversal is exacerbated when reset of the metglas cores is incomplete. Rarely, one of these arcs occurs during the main pulse. Internal failures are indicated by no jump in pressure in the vacuum. Occasionally, after such a failure, a bubble is observed leaving the accelerator cell and entering the expansion reservoir mounted on the top of the cell. This type of failure does not result in a short circuit, because voltage is still maintained at the drive rod. The current amplitude is greatly increased, indicating a reduction in impedance at the load -the accelerator cell. Oscillations in current and voltage follow the failure. ,,,wr\ \r---., Figure 9 . An internal failure occurs at 2 microseconds.
We have not pinpointed the locations of these failures. One accelerator cell suffered repeated internal failures and did not recover. It will be disassembled and examined for damage.
V. OTHER TESTS
A. Calibrrrrion
The PFN Test Stand has been used to calibrate the resistive voltage dividers that are installed in the compensation cans. In Figure 2 
B. PFN Modifications
The PFN Test Stand has been used to examine the behavior of pulse forming networks as they might behave in the DAFXT facility. In particular, a problem was discovered with a PFN operating at another facility. That PFN produced high voltage when the dump switch was closed. Safety considerations dictate that a dump of a PFN proceed without producing high voltage.
Investigation at the PFN Test Stand indicated that two mechanisms could be responsible.
First, noise from the dumping of the PFN capacitors fires the high voltage bigger unit. The trigger unit then fires the switches in the PFN and produces high voltage on the drive cables. Second, the spark gaps self-fire on dumping the PFN. A circuit model indicates that the rapid dumping of the capacitors unbalances the midplane spark gaps. The midplane potential is 40 kV for an 80 kV charge. When the Capacitors are dumped through the charging resistor string, the electrodes of the topmost spark gap drop by 20 kV. The bias resistors do not keep up with this rapid voltage change, leaving the midplane potential at 40 kV. A 60-kV difference develops between the ground electrode of the spark gap and the midplane. If the spark gap pressure is low enough, the spark gap will self-fire.
The circuit model revealed that changing one charge resistor from 5 k-ohms to 100 k-ohms would reduce the effect by an order of magnitude. That change was implemented.
Preliminary tests at the PFN Test Stand with the modified pulse forming line show that the spurious PFN firing on dump no longer occurs.
VI. CONCLUSION
The Pulse Forming Test Stand has produced data in support of the DARHT project. System jifter has been measured and meets requirements. New accelerator cells have been tested and qualified for service. Issues involving controls, grounding, calibration and PFN operation have also been addressed.
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